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What is it all about?
The Untold Edition is a public art project seeking to

involve the youth and community of Karachi to build a

positive narrative of the city. The objective is to connect

the creative community through a series of events; to

provoke thought about our impact on this city and to

recreate positive associations we may share with it.

How?
By orchestrating a chain of events that highlight

the positive changes taking place in this city,

bring the creative community together and

remind us why we call ourselves Karachiites. 



What sets us apart?
The Untold Edition is a one-of-a-kind art festival targeting the

youth and community of Karachi. It is a highly inclusive event

focusing on a variety of art forms i.e. poetry, painting, writing. 

The event will be marketed through the most visible social

media channels including Facebook groups (such as Soul Sisters

Pakistan, Superwomen of Pakistan and Mommies of the Round

Table), Instagram and Facebook pages (such as Artwork by

Kehkashan). 

The project will culminate in a vibrant exhibition featuring local

artists, stories and performances from the earlier events

alongside an interactive digital installation.  



Program Brief
11th July 

Tree Planting Drive 

Alongside Tofiq Pasha we create video content to demonstrate the

method of planting. People are directed to three locations containing a

pile of bricks with “The Untold Edition” printed on them. They will be

asked to remove a brick every time they plant a tree and place it next to

the tree. The trees and bricks will represent the movement while the

decreasing pile of bricks will represent hope that willpower can cause

change. Project kicks off on 11th July at NJV school with three public

figures invited to start the ceremony.

13th July 

Open Mic at T2F 
5:30 - 8:00 PM 

An open invitation to any artist, speaker, writer, musician, poet, artist or

performer to address the audience on the theme of positive associations

with Karachi. A past or future representation or simply emotions and

nostalgia; we want positive associations expressed. Let’s veer away from

what is lacking and focus on what is worthwhile, what endears us to this

city and why it has so much potential.  



Program Brief

18th August 

Tour with Super Savari Express 
8AM onwards 

In collaboration with Super Savari Express we have created a unique tour

covering the architectural, artistic and historic heritage of Karachi. We

will invite a group of artists to tour Karachi’s unseen sights onboard this

bus with artist Khalid Soomro as tour guide. Artists will be handed a

blank postcard at every location along with their choice of art mediums.

They will be encouraged to express their thoughts/emotions/impressions

at each destination onto the postcard to create ‘The Untold Edition’

postcard series. The postcards will be displayed at the final exhibition. 

10th August 

Art connection with NJV 

In collaboration with Uzair Qarni, who has led the transformation of NJV,

the largest government school in Sindh, we bring art to life on the

campus. This includes: 

A three day art workshop with the students with final pieces displayed

at the exhibition 

Inspirational talk by Uzair Qarni on the challenges he faced and how he

overcame them 



Program Brief

Jan 2019 

Exhibition at V.M. Art Gallery 

An exhibition that displays art, videos and audio from all the preceding

events including themed work created by Pakistani artists for the

exhibition. The exhibition will have interactive aspects such as a

chalkboard wall for people to leave their reflections, an interactive

digital installation, and an interactive centerpiece artwork by artists

Kehkashan Khalid which invites the audience to create, destroy and

reflect. 

Jan 2019 

Mural painting at Eye Hospital for the underprivileged  

A team of emerging artists design and paint a mural on the walls of

Ahmed Eye Hospital, a free space for patients, in Baloch Colony to

inspire the patients. 



Collaboration Opportunities

Materials Sponsor  

Sponsors can choose to provide materials for any of the above events,

for example, bricks for the planting drive, art supplies for the workshop

or food for any of the events. They will be credited onsite, on the event

page and on all social media marketing for their efforts.

For event coverage. 

Gold or Silver Sponsor  

Monetary sponsorship of PKR 100,000 or more. Gold/Silver Sponsors will

be mentioned on all promotional materials and social media. They may

send their brand team and products to each event venue. 

Media Partner  

To show their support of this community initiative collaborating brands

are welcome to make a donation to the cause and show their support by

marketing the event on their page. They will be mentioned as supporters

on social media. 

Collaborator



About the Founder
Visual artist and storyteller Kehkashan Khalid dedicates her time to

connecting people through art. She has organized community art

projects alongside NGOs in Pakistan such as The Orange Tree

Foundation, Special Olympics Pakistan, The Garage School, etc to inspire

the underprivileged to paint stories of their struggles and aspirations

and reached out to the community at large to celebrate the telling of

these stories in public art exhibitions.  

Kehkashan has developed a unique style of art incorporating mosaic

techniques true to her muslim heritage with more contemporary

techniques such as acrylic pours to create a hybrid of a painting and

sculpture reminiscent of Robert Rauschenberg's "Combines". She uses

found objects to blur the line between 2D and 3D to engage her

audience in the stories her paintings hold. The digital age and the

associated, ongoing dialogue between art and the audience is

particularly significant to her. Her most recent exhibits include Women

Supporting Women in Jeddah and Hybrid and Impromptu in London.

Now completing her Masters in Fine Arts from The University of the Arts

London, she hopes to continue building and communicating the

narrative she lives. 


